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When you climb on our orange ropes, you're recognized as a professional
who's serious about safety. The instant success of Braided Safety Blue High-Vee
demonstrates that clearly identified climbing ropes promote safety in the tree.
Now, New England Ropes introduces a high visibility version of our famous Safety
Blue three-strand rope and, for those who prefer a 12-strand rope, our completely
redesigned TreeLine with a new abrasion resistant finish and optional fleck pattern.
New England Ropes is committed to making the best climbing ropes possible.
That's why when your safety is on the line, New England Ropes comes through
with flying colors.
For a
e and the
noneZtaie,
please call or write Us
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848 Airport Rd Fall River MA 02730
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OUTLOOK

•
From my vantage point, the
opportunity for
success is here.
My outlook has
never been any
more positive,

Happy Birthday Tree Care Industry. Next month, TCI will begin
its sixth year of publication. Our sincere thanks to our readers and
advertisers who make this publication possible. My congratulations
as well to our editorial and advertising staff who have made TCI the
success that it is.
What is success? How do you measure success? Who determines
when you are successful? The dictionary in my word processor defines success as affluence, prosperity, accomplishment, achievement,
mastery, triumph or victory. Webster says that success is a favorable
or satisfactory outcome.
Do you think that the mindset of the computer person who put the
definition in the word processor may have been prejudiced by his or
her goal: Money? I prefer Mr. Webster's definition. In my opinion,
the first measure of success is not affluence. It is achieving a goal.
However, you can't achieve a goal or have a satisfactory outcome
unless you first establish what it is you want to accomplish. In football, you can't score a touchdown unless you have an end zone and a
goal post. You need to identify where it is you want to be, how you
are going to get there and what it is that your goal will look like
when you think you have arrived.
You have to have a plan! That is step one in achieving success.
Your plan needs to have goals and a road map that tells you how you
are going to get there. The map has to have signs along the way to
guide you, to keep you on course and to enable you to measure your
performance to date. You have to know your business, both the economics and the technology, and you have to perform.
If you don't have a plan you may not fail but chances are you will
never achieve the success that you would really like. Do you know
how many tree businesses fail or otherwise disappear in a year?
Would you believe as many as 10%? We can tell just from the turnover of the mailing list of this magazine. Why are they no longer in
business? No plan. No understanding of costs. No technical background. No ethics. No performance. It may be any or all of these
reasons.
Goal-oriented people achieve some more rapidly than others
and they all eventually succeed.
Are your goals in place? Do you know how you are going to achieve
them? Are all of your costs accounted for in your prices, leaving a
reasonable profit? If so, it's time to move out and get to it. People
are thinking about trees and the landscape. It's our time of the year.
From my vantage point, the opportunity for success is here. My
outlook has never been any more positive.
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easier and less tiring. And since an

Tree care professionals are ver y particular

orist's

about the tools the y use. We know, because

life has its ups and downs, it's also dic u imate

we asked for their help in designing the

climbing saw, with a rounded shape that hangs

Shindaiwa 357 top handle chain saw, the

bar-down to help avoid hang-ups.
And even though y ou can expect 1000 hours

newest addition to our fell line of outdoor

of engine life from the 357, it won't take a

power e q uipment.
The results are ver y impressive,

lifetime to pa y for. In fact, y ou can expect it to

Quiet and compact, the 357 has the Lest

set new standards both in performance and value.

power-to-weight ratio in the industr y - which
means less fatigue, because th e saw s working

Call 1-800-521-7733 for y our nearest
Shindaiwa dealer and see the saw designed
b y arborists for arborists. The

harder, not y ou.

shindam,Shindaiwa 357 climbing saw.

Its exceptional balance and
anti-vibration s y stem make cutting
Chain Saws

Grass Trimmers
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By Donald Marx

Caring for trees means working with
basic biological information. The tree
canopy fixes carbon dioxide (CO,,) making sugar. That sugar moves
throughout the tree and is changed by
enzymes into hundreds of other chemicals that eventually produce the growth
that we can observe. This is the process
of photosynthesis, the single most important chemical reaction on this planet.
Without it there would be no life.
As a tree care specialist, you have to
understand that photosynthesis drives all
other processes in the tree. These processes are inter-dependent - any factor
that affects one process ultimately affects
them all.
Some of these vital tree processes take
place below ground, so we sometimes
manipulate factors in soil and in the roots
to promote overall tree health.
All trees, regardless of where they are
growing, are genetically "forest" trees.
4

They just happen to be growing in a nonforest environment that may require
attention to become a suitable growing
environment. The closer you can keep
trees' environment to that of a forest, the
healthier the trees will be.
Roots as big as your arm are important to keep the tree upright. They are
also the tree's interstate highway system,
translocating water and nutrients from
the fine roots and sugars from the canopy
to where they are required.
Carbon moves in the plant by a process called carbon allocation. When I say
carbon, I am talking about sugar - the end
product of photosynthesis. That sugar is
changed chemically to a variety of other
carbon compounds in the plant. The tree
allocates its carbon resources where they
are needed.
In a normal" situation, the tree has
about 35C/c photosynthate, the sugar from
photosynthesis, moving down into the root
system, with the rest staying in the top.
Both contribute to net growth - branch and
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - NAY 1995

leaf development, diameter increase,
twig extension and root elongation and
replacement.
Suppose there is a drought. All trees
experience drought at one time or another. If the tree is placed in a
soil-orientated stress like drought, most
of the carbon goes to the root system at
the expense of top growth.
If we harvest the crown, stem and roots
from a tree grown on a site with low water-holding capacity, its total weight may
be almost the same as a tree grown on a
better site. However, the tree from the
better site will have considerably more
growth above ground than below ground.
This is how a tree adapts to its environment.
Now let's create a top stress - ozone.
All the cities in America have high levels
of ozone, an air pollutant created by a variety of chemical reactions in the air. A
plant can't differentiate between ozone and
CO,, so some ozone comes into the leaves.
This shuts down the photosynthetic

mechanism and produces yellowing.
splotches and other symptoms on the
leaves. When this happens, the photosynthate that is produced in the canopy stays
in the canopy to repair leaf damage at the
expense of the root system.
To summarize, there is disproportionate growth of trees. i.e.. carbon
allocation, in reaction to stress. The nature of that growth is largely dependent
on where the stress is located.
Trees in the real world normally grow
with above- and below-ground stresses,
particularly in the urban forest. You deal
with trees in highly stressed sites and in
an environment where the air is not very
"clean." It is a monumental challenge to
keep these trees alive and vigorous, and
to keep clients happy. You need to understand what the woody root system
does and the role of mycorrhizal roots in
the overall health and development of the
tree.

years in a stressed environment, those
that started with very few lateral roots are
very small trees. Those that grow poorly
are the ones you end up caring for.
Let's focus on how we can manipulate
a natural system to grow better trees.
An important part of the root system
is the part that you rarely see - the my corrhizae. Think of the microscopic-size
nerves in your body that are vitally important yet can't be easily seen. There is

nurseryman provides them. They don't
really need a big root system in the nursery because they are essentially on a
life-support system.
If you look at the root systems. you'll
see there are certain individuals with a
great number of first order lateral roots,
some with fewer and some with hardly any.
Many have ephemeral lateral roots - they
do not develop into woody roots, but
slough off. The result is that after several

Root systems
Let's examine %\ ood\ roots. Rcearch
done in the past 10 to 15 years by Dr.
Paul Kormanik at my former institute in
Georgia shows conclusively that the
number of first order lateral roots - the
first roots that grow from the tap roots is genetically inherited. There is nothing
you can do to make that tree produce
more first order lateral roots. You cannot change a genetically inherited trait.
It would be like trying to change the eye
color of your children after they are born.
A theory proposed by Dr. Kormanik
is that dominant trees have root systems
that allowed them to be more competitive. To be competitive they must have
more first order lateral roots to exploit
more soil: those that have few are less
competitive. They die or stay suppressed.
When you look at a natural stand of
trees 150 to 200 years old, you see the
survivors of a higly competitive process.
The reality is that 99c4 of the trees that
originally existed on that site have died.
Those with the most roots occupy the site
first and persist at the expense of those
with less expansive roots.
Seedlings from the same seed source
exhibit tremendous genetic diversit\
with respect to numbers of first order
lateral roots. Grown in the nursery, the
above-ground part of seedlings may look
identical because of the absence of stress.
When they need water or nutrients, the
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The author and his colleagues successfully established pines on a coal mine site in
Ohio, as shown in photo below. The site had been barren for decades, as shown in
photo above. Trees were inoculated with a stress adapted mycorrhizal fungus prior to
outplanting, creating physiologically and ecologically adapted root systems.
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5

a similar size relationship between my corrhizae and fine roots of the tree's root
system.

Mycorrhizae and roots
A mycorrhiza (plural: mycorrhizae) is
a beneficial, fungus/plant root association. Mycorrhizae exist on the roots of
more than 99% of all plants. Mycorrhiza
means fungus-root; "myco" means fungus, "rhiza" means root.
What is most significant is that it is a
mutually beneficial association - a sym-

for

biosis - between the fine feeder roots of
plants and species of highly specialized
root-inhabiting fungi. Mycorrhizae are
active, living components of the soil and
have some of the characteristics of roots
and some of fungi. Mycorrhizal fungi
derive most of their essential nutrients,
carbohydrates, vitamins and amino acids
from the tree. Photosynthate translocated
to the root system feeds these fungi. The
feeder root is their restaurant. They cannot survive without a plant host.
Mycorrhizal roots are a survival mechanism for both plants and fungi. The

Special pricing
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The Professional's
Fiberglass Tree-Trimming Poles

Pruner & Pole Comb
Pruning kits for the professional.
Kit featured here includes:
Marvin Head with Rope and 6'
Jameson top section; Fanno
Pole Saw with 6' Jameson saw
section; and 6' Jameson extension.
Jameson poles available in Hollow Core or Foam Core Fiberglass. Sectional lengths in 6, 8,
10 and 12 feet.
HOLLOW CORE COMBO
FH6PHF9
$167.50 comp.
FOAM
CORE COMBO
B6PHF9
$210.50 comp.
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For FREE CATALOG
call or write today.
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association allows each to survive in
stress situations such as drought, low soil
fertility, presence of disease organisms,
extremes of temperature, etc. The normal
stresses in forests are compensated for
by the mycorrhizal association.
Mycorrhizae are as common on the
roots of trees and most other plants as
chloroplasts are in their leaves. We have
reached a stage with our knowledge that
we no longer have to say, "There is a tree
growing there, let's see if it has mycorrhizae." If the tree is growing, it has
mycorrhizae.
A common sense application of fertilizer will not have an adverse effect on
mycorrhizal roots. Until recently, research
suggested that as you increase soil fertility, you decrease mycorrhizal development. The reality was that fertilization
stimulates the trees to grow roots faster
than the fungi could form new mycorrhizae. There was still a net gain in total
mycorrhizae development, but the percentage of mycorrhiza development was less
because there were more new roots.
Next we ask what type mycorrhizae the
tree has and how much there is. Photosynthesis in one leaf will not sustain a tree; it
needs a canopy full of leaves. Similarly,
the tree needs a root system full of my corrhizae.
There are two types of mycorrhizae.
They are given Greek prefixes: "Ecto"
means outside. "endo" means inside.
There are mycorrhizal fungi that grow on
the outside of the root and some that grow
inside the root.
Ectomycorrhizae occur on about 10% of
the world's flora, primarily trees, including some 2000 species of pine, oak, beech,
birch, spruce, fir, eucalyptus, willow, cedar and cypress; etc. The fungi that form
this type of mycorrhizal association are
those that produce mushrooms and puff
balls as their reproductive structures. However, only about 10% of the fungi that
produce these "fruit bodies" are mycorrhizal. The rest are decomposers. Spores from
these mushrooms and puff balls are windblown and can inoculate new soil areas. If
you have a nursery and you grow any of
these tree species, they eventually will
have mycorrhizae unless you deliberately
do something to keep them out. Some pesticides stimulate mycorrhizal growth and
some inhibit it.
Also, if you water too much. you maintain a root habit of white succulent roots.
These roots will rarely become mycorrhi-
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Changing handles takes
one tool and one minute.
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EP IT LIGHT.

MAKE IT CUT CLEAN AND FAST AND EASY
DESIGN IT TO REDUCE WORKER FATIGUE AND INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

Give us more cuts per hour, especially during
ose last hours of long days at the end of the pruning
ason. Give us a blade that we can replace without
king apart the handles - one that holds its edge, is
isy to sharpen and simple to adjust. The handles
iould never need replacing but, ifthey do, it should
ke only seconds and require no special tools.
By the way, make it unbreakable and guarantee
forever

high-density, glass-filled nylon that expands as it is compressed during handle mounting. Even given severe abuse,
these handles are almost impossible to break Given proper
use, they're indestructible.
The hand grips are designed for comfort and durability.
They're thick, to minimize hand fatigue. They're molded
of tough polyethylene and the bottom is extra thick for
longer wear when used to drag brush along the ground
and into a pile.
That's what you told us it would take to make the perfect
Our new aluminum handled loppers come in three
neyard and orchard ioppers. So we did it. And then some. models. A 21-inch version with a 1 1/2-inch cutting caoacity
Our new line of aluminum-handled loppers cut so
_ suitable for vines and shrubs.
ean, so fast, so easy and are so strong and simple to
' ryVVVYV'V'VYYYY And 26 and 32-inch models
aintain, that virtually everyone who has tested them says
with a 2½-inch cutting
ey're the best loppers they've ever used.
capacity for tree pruning.
WA R R A N T Y
The blade cuts with astonishing ease. Long, to reach
Like all our professional
to tight areas; large, to slice easily through mature vines
tools, these loppers come with
A branches; the blade is Radial ArcTM ground and clad
\/
a lifetime warranty. If they
with a tough, slick, three-layer
break, we'll fix or
fluoropolymer that reduces fricreplace them.
tion to a bare minimum. This
Period.
_.
blade requires one-third less
We're also backing these tools with a
'
force than a conventional blade
"Fast or Free" parts warranty. If your
to make the same cut.
Corona dealer is out of replacement parts.
/
The blade is a separate corncall us. We'll have them to you within 48
41
_____
ponent. Changing it takes one
hours or they're yours free.
tool
and
one
minute.
If
you
try
these
loppers,
we
think
/
The forged hook is designed
you'll agree that they're perfect, or close
to draw the material being cut
to it. So we're making you this money
Self-au fling
closer to the pivot. This maxiback offer. Buy a pair. Prune with
Pivot
mizes leverage and minimizes
them for two weeks. Use 'em and
e effort required to make a cut. The hook's curvature is
abuse 'em. If you agree they're the
allow enough to easily slip between dense, tangled
best, buy more. If you don't, return
anches and support wires. Yet it is deep enough to hold
them to us along with a note telling
e branch securely as the cut is being made. The sap
us what you think would make
oove is deep and wide for improved self-cleaning.
them better. We'll refund your purThe square-shouldered, right-threaded pivot bolt that
chase price. Fair enough?
tables quick blade change is positioned so that the hook
For further information, contact
264nch AL 6640
id blade open wide with a minimum of handle moveyour Corona dealer or call us at
and 324nch AL 6660
ent— in other words, with less effort. And the same
cut limbs up to
2 1 /2 inches thick.
ating that makes cutting so easy also self-lubricates the
vot action.
The Santoprene® bumpers, which provide a cushy reund at the end of each cut, are located low on the tang
Al clear of the action. Replacing a worn bumper takes
dy seconds. Tools needed? Your thumb and forefinger.
PPER
Our patented new handle design has astonishing
15+0 East Sixth St., Corona, CA 91719
ength. The thick-walled aluminum tubing is oval A Harrow Company
inherently stronger than round or rectangular stock. That
® Santoprene is trademark of Monsanto © 1994 Corona Clipper Company
strength is then compounded by an internal wedge of
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Benefits of mycorrhizae

Call
or FAX to: 6104308560

to get them supplies you need
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Call for a free catalog,
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zal. In fact, when you transplant these
into a natural soil setting, most of these
roots will die. The tree must regenerate
a soil-type root system before it can form
mycorrhizae.
If you are trying to encourage
ectomycorrhizal root development, avoid
systemic fungicides labelled for rust diseases. Rust fungi are first cousins to
ectomycorrhizal fungi, and systernics
may inhibit the ectomycorrhizal association. As a general rule, I would not
recommend the use of systemic fungicides
on any ectomycorrhizal tree, mainly because nobody is sure of what they will do.
fungicides like Captan and
Benlate stimulate ectomycorrhizal development. If you're going to err, err on the
side of caution.
A big tree, three feet in diameter, might
have 30 different species of ectorny corrhizal fungi on its root system. Great
numbers and diversity of fungal symbionts
ensure tree survival. There may be one or
two fungi forming mycorrhizae on an inch
of root. You can actually have three compatible fungi in one ectomycorrhiza. This
complex system is a natural phenomenon
in forest trees.
If you have an oak, a pine, a hickory,
and a spruce growing on the same site and
their root systems overlap, you may have
a total of 35 to 40 different species of
mushroom- and puffball-producing fungi
that are forming ectomycorrhizae on the
root systems of all of these trees
they
are all being shared. You have one continuous network of fungus growth in the
forest.
The amount of photosynthate requiredthe "interest" a tree pays to support the
mycorrhizal fungi and to assure its sur vival - is about 15% of the total photosynthate the tree produces. Keep in mind this
is nothing new for the tree. This relationship has evolved over millions of years to
keep the tree and the fungal symbionts
alive.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - MAY 1995

There are numerous benefits of mycorrhizae to trees. Principal among them is
that mycorrhizae form a secondary root
systemvital to tree survival. The fine

sucking

ing thern with the tree. In fact, the actual
root may never come in contact with the
soil. The entire soil volume is exploited
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by the mycelia of the ectomycorrhizal
fungi.
Mycelial strands are braided fungus
strands like microscopic rope. We have
traced these up to 30 feet away from the
closest root. All along that route it's absorbing nutrients and water for the tree.
You must realize that trees evolved in a
forest soil low in nutrition. In order to support this tremendous biomass above
ground, the tree has to exploit every bit of
water and nutrients available in the soil.
Only through the mycorrhizal system can
Mother Nature make that happen.
Many ectomycorrhizal fungi can be
cultured in a laboratory. We can now
produce an 18-wheeler trailer full if it is
needed. Now we can go into a tree nursery or container operation, inoculate the
soil, plant the seed and get incredible response. We can even inoculate mature
trees with spores of certain fungi.
-

Tailoring mycorrhizae
We can tailor the mycorrhizae to suit
its host and the site. Why is this significant? Suppose we plant a tree on a stress
site. We select a fungus that occurs natu-

Trees evolved in a forest soil low in nutrition. The
tree has to exploit every bit of water and nutrients
available in the soil. Only through the mycorrhizal
system can Mother Nature make that happen.

sulfur. It had nearly 2% total aluminum,

rally on the most severe sites on this
planet ... coal mined land. The fungus is
Pisolithus tinctoria (Pt). These sites are
so stressed that if a tree is growing, it is
because this fungus is on the root system. Left to establish itself naturally, the
fungus is erratic. Only 1% of the trees
may have it, consequently only that many
survive.
Our concept is simple: Inoculate ev ery tree with Pt before it's planted. We
do that by nursery management.
On a mine site in Ohio, essentially unchanged for decades, there was no
naturally occurring vegetation because
the soil pH was 2.8. It had 3% elemental

5% of which was available. Even though

the site had been bombarded with seed
for many years, vegetation could not be
established. We grew our trees in the
nursery with Pt mycorrhizae. and
outplanted them on the site. Could you
believe that all we did was change the
species of fungus forming the mycorrhizae in the nursery? Our control trees in
that study had naturally occurring mycorrhizae that were not adapted to the
severity of this site. We created physiologically and ecologically adapted root
systems. We have dozens of other studies on mined land with similar results.

ENJOY SUPER PROFITS
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1990 Int. 4700 DTA 360 PICS With HIAB 650 Crane
and 20 Ft. Steel Body . ................................ $29,500
6 Other Truck Mtd. Knucklebooms In Stock

(2) 1980 GMC: CAT 0 ese A;o A -c
5 Tar Crane
S12.900 Each

41
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99C Vermeer
350 "ours. 7 Trencr -g Sa S15,900
law. al
-

1988 Ford V/8, 5 Spd. With Reach All 52' Bucket

$34,900
1983 Ford 0/0; 3208 CA
Dual Steering With Prismo Wald
LP600 Maxiliner
$39,500

F

1987 GMC V/8, 5 Spd. 2 Spd. With 52' Hi-Ranger
Bucket Utility Body

-Al

.....................................

$34,500

.
. :

ir.

j

Digger Derricks

In

Am T
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:

1989 mt. 4x4 Diesel 466 With 50' Saturn. Real Nice.
$44,500

1

966 Crane Carier Cnssi,

by.. Detroit Allison.

Crew Cabs Chip Body Dumps; Si
'n Stoce
Cal) For Conditions &
Prices.

a

Auto With Peterson-Lunden And 16 ft. Dump Body
$24,500
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.u

I
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42
35) Bucket Trucks: 36 4
46'. 50', 55, 65' In Stock (Call
Specs & Prices

r

(10) HIAB, '.'
Nat.. a Etc
Knucklebooms Unmounted Or
Mounted
$4,500 And Up

al

1979 Mack M685 w/Prentice
HTSR Sheet Rock Loader $16,500

r
,,rw,.aca-wiwonie'........................................

.
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.

985 NT L 4X+
$29,500
Diesel w/Asplundh LR50
3: Other LR50's In Stock ....... CALL FOR INFO.

Payco Hydra Stumper (New);
5 HP CAT; Undercarriage For
a Big Land Clearing or Stump
movai Jobs; w/AC $121,900
"0 Air
$118000 ,15)
1993 Rental Return 250 Hrs
$107,000 ,

.

a.a
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2S

Ut tes Vera
$6,500 & Up

Also Rental Aosiiabie. C•ii For Details.
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For The Price, A Product Shouldn't Focus On Just One Aspect Of Punt Growth.'

"If your Natural Organic
"...Concentrfinq On Root Growth And Feoetnq About The Soils Health."

Doesn t Do All These Things...
'

"...The Entire Growing Environment Must be Cared For To Have Truly Healthy Trees."

Major elements are just
the first step towards a
healthy tree. As a fertilizer adjunct, Essential
contains over 45 plant
nutrients including vitamins, sugars, amino acids
and enzymes.

Organic Matter Management is
the practice of helping nature
restore the natural decomposition
of organic materials such as
leaves. Essential is a liquid
compost rich in carbon-chain
materials which are ready to
decompose and nourish the soil.

/
Essential contains kelp a
natural source of biostimulants plus a natural
Wetting agent to penetrate
compacted soils.

The soil ecosystem has to be in
' place before any long-lasting
root growth can be maintained.
A balanced pH plus increased
Organic Mater makes a favorable environment where you
have no fears of a chlorotic tree
or high mortality rate.

We've worked in 37 countries using
this technology, with positive results, especially in the tropics. The key is that we
created a root system to maximize utilization of whatever water and nutrients
were available in the soil.
Since there are plant stresses in most
urban settings, why not introduce a stress
fungus? Urban trees can be inoculated.
This manipulation of the root environment does not stimulate growth, rather it
eliminates inhibited growth. There is a big
difference. A normal seedling on a site with
great stress with normal, naturally occurring mycorrhizae grows poorly. As you
decrease the stress of the site, they grow
better. Those with stress fungi grow well
on stress sites and they grow better than
others on good sites. The stress fungi don't
"stimulate" growth like a fertilizer; they
allow the trees' genetic potential for
growth to be expressed more fully by reducing stress.
Endomycorrhizae is another type that occurs on maple, gums, and other important
urban trees. These fungi produce spores on
the roots in soil and not above ground.
Eighty-five percent of the plants of the
world have endomycorrhizae: azalea,
rhododendron, gum, maple, ash, locust,
holly, magnolia, red bud, ginkgo, laurel,
palmetto and walnut are just some of the
significant woody plants that have
endomycorrhizae. Most forest trees have
this type of mycorrhizae.
We cannot currently manipulate
endomycorrhizal fungi on a large scale the
way we do ectomycorrhizal fungi. We cannot grow them in the laboratory. The only
means of obtaining these spores is to extract them from a root system. In a short
time, however, I think you will see a viable way of producing and applying these
fungi to urban trees.

...Then Ws Time to Switch to One That Does!"

SSSENTIAL®

,

I-.
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•

Essential is manufactured exclusivley by
Growth Products, Ltd. along with a
complete line of ultra clear liquid fertilizers
and micronutrients. Call today for our 1995
catalog and choose from 25 nutrient
products to meet your individual needs.
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,
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1-800-648-7626
Please circle 15 on the Reader Service Card
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Dr. Donald Mary retired from the U.S.
Forest Service in 1994, after 37 years of
service. He founded the Institute for Mycorrhiza/ Research and Development in
1974 and the Institute of Tree Root Biol ogy in 1990 at the U.S.F.S. Southeastern
Forest Experiment Station in Athens,
Georgia. He is now chairman and principal scientist with Plant Health Care, Inc.,
in Pittsburgh, Pennvlvania. This article is
excerpted in part from a presentation he
made at TCI Expo '94 in Philadelphia.

Make Meetings Count
These techniques can help make employee meetings more productive
By E. Leil Low ndes
Have you heard any of these common
complaints about meetings?
"We waste time waiting for latecomers."
"Our meetings go too long."
"We discuss trivial matters."
"There are too many boring and irrelevant digressions."
"It's difficult to pay attention -- even
stay awake."
"There are no tangible outcomes."
Whenever two or more co-workers get
together to talk about company concerns,
they call it a "meeting." More often than
not, it turns into a chatfest, a confab, a
soapbox for somebody's pet peeves. In
short, a big waste of time - and costly, at
that.
A marketing research firm, Burket of
New York, calculated the tremendous hidden expense of meetings. For instance,
five top employees of a large firm, meeting for only one hour a week - figuring in
preparation time, meeting materials translated into nearly Sl0.000 in a given
year. It doesn't take a mathematical genius to figure that meetings in any
organization cost the company a lot more
than one realizes.
The most common criticisms of employee meetings usually revolve around
the meeting process itself. The process
can be improved by using a few simple
devices expert communicators have
come up with. Here are 10 hints the pros
suggest to stop wasteful meetings.
1. Give each meeting a specific title.
Don't just call it a "meeting." Name each
one separately to keep the meeting on
focus. For instance call one a "Fact-Finding Mission," Name another a "Planning

Session," "Information Exchange" or
"Brainstorming Time." Names give a
sense of direction and urgency to each
get-together.
Lock out latecomers. Two minutes
after the start of the meeting, lock the
door. The word will quickly spread that
you expect meetings to start on time.
Encourage attendees to sit in
places other than their usual ones. You
might even use name cards. Rearranging
seating discourages disruptive whispering or talking during a meeting. At the
same time, it encourages the creative
process because two fresh minds interact before and after the meeting. Try an
occasional stand-up meeting. Experts
suggest an occasional meeting with no
seating at all. When people are forced to
stand, they get to the point a lot quicker
- and back to their work stations faster.
Make the room a bit colder than
usual. A simple flick of the wrist on the
thermostat accomplishes two purposes:
It helps keep the participants alert and
discourages them from hanging around
after the meeting is over.
Never distribute support materials at the beginning of a meeting.
People bury their noses in the material
and miss what's going on.
Announce or publish an attendee
list for each meeting. When people hear
or see their own name mentioned for a
specific meeting. they feel their presence
is needed and are more likely to think
about how they can make a meaningful
contribution.
Give different employees a turn
TREE CARE INI)USTRY- MAY 1995

at running the meeting. Those who
learn to lead, learn how to participate.
Being responsible for controlling unproductive behavior makes an employee less
apt to be disruptive in future meetings.
Occasionally, bring in someone
from outside the company. Inviting an
occasional consultant or other relevant
person to address the group lends impor tance and variety to your meetings.
Set a specific time for the e nd of
the meeting. If your stated meeting goal
is not accomplished by that time, do not
let your meeting run over. Set another
time. That lets employees know you're
serious about accomplishing goals in a
set time limit.
After the meeting, pass out a
memo or make an announcement of
what was accomplished. Also. just before the meeting adjourns, be sure
everyone knows who is responsible for
doing precisely what tasks were discussed in the meeting.
Distribute meeting evaluation forms.
When you ask for an evaluation, it shows
the staff that you are eriou' about the
meeting process.
TCI

Leil Lowndes is a New York-based cornniunications consultant who has coached
top executives of Fortune 500 companies,
and currentl-N, conducts sales seminars for
corporations and organi:ations. She is the
author of numerous maga:ine articles in
publications such as Psvc/iologv Today,
Penthouse, New Woman, Redhook, Cosmopolitan--and three hooks, including the
best-selling. How To Talk To Anybody
About Anything. Her latest hook is Little
Tricks of Big Winners.
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Rule-making changes proposed
By Brian Barnard

could introduce a resolution stating their
objections. If Congress voids the regulation, the president could veto it. In this
case, a two-thirds majority of both houses
would be required to override the veto.
The Nickles-Reid Act was introduced
as a substitute to the regulatory moratorium legislation that would put federal
agencies on hold until the end of the year.
The House of Representatives has already passed moratorium legislation.
The Nickles-Reid Act will next go to the
House where it will be amended and then
sent to conference.
Final action in the Senate on the
GOP's entire regulatory reform package
is expected in June. This package, part
of the Republicans' Contract with
America, contains provisions requiring
detailed cost-benefit analysis and risk assessment of federal regulations to
determine their impact on business prior
to implementation.
In related action, OSHA's Deputy Assistant Secretary James Stanley issued a
memo to field personnel reducing the
minimum serious willful fines for small
business from $25,000 to $5,000. This

The U.S. Senate is proposing sweeping changes in the regulatory
rule-making process. Sen. Don Nickles
(R-OK) and Sen. Harry Reid (D-NV) introduced legislation that would give
Congress 45 days to review final regulations. If passed, the measure would
allow Congress to determine what regulations could be implemented.
The Nickles-Reid Regulatory Review
Act contains a "look-back" provision to
allow review of significant regulations
issued since November 9, 1994. Significant rules are defined as having an
economic impact of more than $100 million a year on businesses. There is no
cost limit attached to the review of future rules, so any federal regulation could
be voided by Congress.
The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration's proposed ergonomics
rule is one example where the NicklesReid Act would apply. After OSHA
finalized the rule, Congress would have
45 days to review the regulation. Members of Congress who disapprove the rule

policy change covers businesses that employ 50 or fewer employees, and is
effective immediately.
The change stems from President
Clinton's Regulatory Reinvention Initiative, an attempt to streamline the
regulatory process.
The Deputy Assistant's memo also allows for graduated reductions in serious
willful fines, based on company size.
Companies with 10 or fewer employees
could get an 80% reduction in OSHA
fines. The violation's seriousness and
company compliance history can also reduce fines.
Referring to the Republicans' proposals in Congress, President Clinton has
said: "There are proposals pending in the
Congress today which go beyond reform
to roll back (these regulations), arguably
even (to) wreck (them). I opposed them,
but I believe we have the burden of reform."

Incil

Brian Barnard is Government Affairs
specialist for the National Arborist As sociation.

Peavey Tree Pruning Poles & Supplies
Peavey Manufacturing Company is pleased to offer
a complete line of top quality tree pruning poles and
equipment for the professional as well as the
amateur who wants a quality made tool.
For years we have made a limited line of pruner
poles for the large industrial users, and we feel that
if we can satisfy these customers on a nationwide

We have a variety of poles including white ash in
solid lengths; and also six foot sectional poles with
lightweight aluminum couplers. There is also
available a line of non conductive sectional, or full
length fiberglass poles for the electrical contractors.
Included you will find a complete price list and
order form for all pruner poles and equipment.

tR,

anyone else.

Available in threaded or clip type couplers.

' PEAVEY
MANUFACTURING Co.
P.O. Box 129 East Eddington, Maine 04428
(207) 843-7861 - 843-6778 - FAX 207) 843-5005

S Saw Head

Please circle 25 on the Reader SeTN ice Card
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PH4R Pruning Heads

Imagine the Pcrfect Mc cting Place
Hilton Head Island, South Carolina
Imagine
a wide, white, windswept beach gently warmed by the sun.. . palm-lined
fairways, soft and lush as velvet, green as emeralds. . . meeting in a boardroom
beside the sea.. . enjoying a banquet under the stars, golf among friends,
tennis in the afternoon. . . searching the earth for the perfect place.
Now imagine yourself there. It's everything you imagine a meeting place
could be. It's everything an educational session should be.

Hilton Head Island
International Society of Arboriculture
presents

August 13-16, 1995
Hilton Head Island, South Carolina

For more specific information, please write, call, or fax the International Society of Arboriculture
Post Office Box GG, Savoy, Illinois 61874. Phone (217) 355-9411. Fax (217) 355-9516
Fax On Demand (800) 747-2463
Ploar circle 16 on the Reader Se rviae Card
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New Roots
Elementary students in Kansas lead campaign to transplant pin oaks
In some strange way, history may have repeated itself for
the students at Black Bob Elementary in Olathe, Kansas. More
than 150 years after Black Bob, chief of a Shawnee Indian tribe,
brought his people from Indiana to Kansas to build a new life,
the school that bears his name preserved a part of its heritage
with the help of an Indiana-based tree spade.
Last winter, the schoolchildren learned that two 17-year-old
pin oaks, which were planted in the front lawn when the school
opened, would have to be cut down to make room for a new
gymnasium. Although the two oaks are older than any of the
students, they loved the trees - even adopted them and others
on the grounds for science projects. Black Bob teachers taught
them that trees give them fresh air, wood, paper and food; that
trees are a part of the earth and it's important to save the earth;
that trees are homes for animals: and that trees are our friends.
Simply cutting down the two healthy trees would be a sad solution. But Black Bob's principal. Ken Roberts, didn't have a
choice on where the gym would be located.
The Olathe school district had implemented an expansion project
involving nine other schools. To manage engineering fees more
effectively, plans called for all schools to build the additions in
the same area - in front of their buildings. Roberts doesn't have a
budget for tree-moving projects. so his options were limited to a
major hand-digging project or having the trees bulldozed. And
time was running out. Contractors were scheduled to break ground
on the gym between late winter and early spring - hardly a kind or
predictable season in the nation's heartland.

This pin oak, adorned with red ribbons, is surrounded by an open
tree spade as it is moved to its new location.

Cooperative effort
Roberts contacted the city's arborist, Rick Spurgeon, but his
spade wasn't large enough to move the trees properly. The
school's maintenance director contacted a private tree service
company about transplanting the trees, but it didn't have a spade
large enough to do the job either.
Spurgeon and the tree service suggested an environmentally
friendly, labor-saving alternative. They told Roberts that
Vermeer Manufacturing, which originated tree spade technology in the early '60s, produces the only truck-mounted tree
spade in America big enough to transplant the trees. Both trees
stand more than 25 feet high and measure 11 inches and 15
inches in diameter (measured 1 foot off the ground).
Desperate to make sure their trees weren't destroyed, even
in the name of growth and expansion, 62 sixth-grade students
launched a letter-writing campaign to Olathe's Vermeer dealer,
16

Art Swank - a convincing operation to save the two trees that
had been adorned with red ribbon bows. In fact, they put all
the skills they'd learned in their persuasive writing and ecology course work into action.
Those letters really pulled on some heartstrings, said Swank.
Roberts also contacted Swank to inquire whether Vermeer could
bring the huge tree spade to his school. The nearest TS 9400,
however, was 12 hours away in Indianapolis. But after Swank
explained the situation, Vince Newendorp. Vermeer's tree product manager, agreed to pay the expenses for Larry Jabaai, tree
specialist and owner of Tree Movers, Inc., to bring his 94-inch
tree spade to Olathe to complete the project.
To prepare for the move, Spurgeon's crew pruned the trees'
bottom branches. Native to creek bottoms and wet areas, the pin
oaks were ideal for moving because they don't have a long tap-
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root system. Although the tree spade allows the majority of roots to live, it also
severs some. Spurgeon selectively
thinned the oversized trees through the
entire crown area to allow shortened root
structures to support the weight and provide enough nutrients.

Putting down new roots
On the morning of March 13, sunny
skies and above-average temperatures
prevailed for the long-awaited tree transplant. All 400 students, school officials,
parents, and interested onlookers turned
out to watch. As Spurgeon explained the
transplant process and tree root systems,
Jabaai dug the first hole on the southeast
side of the building. Digging the hole in
advance of the planting operation shortens the exposure time for the trees and
allows the operator to make a clean and
direct transplant.

t"

-fly

The transplanted tree stands at its new location.

'That's awesome.' yelled sixth-grader
Collin Blessinger. as Jabaai drove the
tree approximately 400 feet to its new
home on the playground behind the baseball field backstop. He set the other tree
into a freshly dug hole just south of the
school. It will provide shade to the satellite classrooms where the sixth-graders
dcvi scd their tree-niov Inc cani paien

Ecology from the classroom

The children at Black Bob Elementary School launch a letter-writing campaign to save
the trees that would have been destroyed to make way for a new gymnasium.

Jabaai contained the dirt in the spades
and deposited it at the tree removal site
to fill the hole to be vacated by the first
pin oak. Next, Jabaai enclosed the tree
with the machine's four spoon-shaped
spades. While driving each spade approximately five feet below the
schoolyard's surface, he employed the
machine's water system to lubricate each
spade for maximum digging force of up
to 42.000 pounds.

Everyone cheered as Jabaai hydraulically lifted the tree and surrounding soil
out of the ground. The enormous size of
the tree ball, measuring 94 inches in diameter and weighing approximately
12.000 pounds, allowed Jabaai to keep
the tree's critical root systems intact.
Jabaai finished the excavation process by
elevating the machine's giant anchor,
which placed the ball securely into position for transport.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - MAY 1995

Project Learning Tree, a comprehenive environmental program. is the
hallmark of Black Bobs K-6 science
curriculum. One unit is devoted to an
adopt-a-tree project with the trees on the
school grounds. Students are required to
keep ecology journals in which they
write stories, record events and make
drawings of their tree each season. Upon
learning of the tree predicament. Gwen
Ater, a sixth-grade teacher, incorporated
the transplant project into her syllabus.
The sixth-graders also saw this as an opportunity to give the school a living gift
before they leave for junior high next
year - a Black Bob tradition.
Part of Aters motivation is to help
youngsters learn to value trees, not abuse
them by pulling off the bark and the
leaves. More importantly. she hopes to
instill in her students the desire to take
more responsibility for the world around
them. Urban children rarely have the op17

portunity to participate in or witness the
preservation of their environment. Year
after year, they watch bulldozers rip huge
trees out of the ground to make way for
housing subdivisions or highways, said
Ater. City kids move into new homes
which are beautifully landscaped without any understanding of trees or even
grass, she added. This project, she said,
made the value of trees more real for the
students because they had to convince
Swank why it was important to try to
save their pin oaks.
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Transplant aftercare
Like any transplant, the trees will experience some stress as they adjust to their
new locations. Jabaai and Spurgeon, however, contend that spring is an excellent
season to complete tree transplants. "For
our part of the country, the soils are just
getting warm enough that there's root
growth happening, yet the top hasn't begun to bud," says Spurgeon.
As the leaves flush and spring growth
takes place, the trees will recognize there's
been a change in their environment as well
as their root structure. They'll react by not
putting out as much new growth to sup-

TT

A special plaque thanks Art Swank for his

role in saving the trees.

port through the summer. During this
time, the trees are aggressively trying to
replace their underground growth to regain a proper root/shoot ratio. Tree
specialists also say moving the trees in
the spring will give them a chance to start

P71TTUr!t
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regrowing some roots to soak up the moisture school officials and nature will provide
this summer when they're suffering from
increased transpiration stress.
Fortunately, the tree spade was capable of setting each tree down in its hole
in the same orientation. This will provide
more consistency with the trees' original state while reducing the threat of
trunk damage or sunscald. "I see no reason why these trees can't survive starting
in an eight-foot ball of dirt with the right
type of care," said Spurgeon.
The initial watering was crucial to ensure the original soil and the soil from
the ball will blend together to create contact and ease initial stress. While
Spurgeon didn't prescribe a specific
amount of water to apply to the trees, he
instructed the school officials to place
two garden hoses at the bases of the trees
for continuous water flow for approximately eight hours. School officials will
monitor the trees, but another watering
might not be necessary for several weeks,
depending on spring rainfall rates.
This summer and the next two to three
years will be critical to the future of the
trees. Spurgeon said a potential problem
this summer is compensating for Kansas'

"ETc Todq uQdctf'
A COMPLETE LINE OF FORESTRY BODIES & CHASSIS CABS

INDUSTRIES, INC.

1840 East Dixon Boulevard Shelby, North Carolina 28150

1-800-331-7655
704-482-1477
FAX: 704-482-2015
ASOI$T

PIeae circle 12 on the Reader Service Card
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Dear Mr. Swank,
Our school needs your lie/p. I'm a sixth-grader at Black Bob and wrote von to
tell you that next year we're getting a new gym and there are two trees that were
planted in 1978 when our school opened and they are going to put the gym rig/it
where the trees are planted. We need to borrow your truck. Our principal said
it's the last chance we have. Mr. Swank, you're our last hope. Please hell) us. If
you agree to help us we will have the press come and take pictures and will probably he on TV. You are the only person in the U.S.A. that has a tree spade big
enough. It would mean a lot if you could save our two special trees. Every year
we put red ribbons on those trees for the Drug-Free Association. When the U.S.
was at war and held hostage we put 'ellow ribbons on those two trees. These two
trees are a part of Black Bob Elementary.
So please, please. please save our trees!
If you do this you will be remembered forever!
Amy Dutton

clay soils which tend to hold moisture
tightly, preventing it from reaching tree
roots. The trees, however, have successfully adapted to the fine-grained soils
surrounding the school. And. Spurgeon
pointed out, moving the trees to familiar
ground behind the school will provide a
better survivability rate than transplanting them from a wooded area with a
different soil makeup.
Spurgeon mulched over the ball area to
keep weeds down, reduce grass competi-

tion, provide soil insulation in the summer
and winter and keep lawnmowers away
from the stem. The mulch also will help
hold in available moisture. Spurgeon also
installed a four-stake setup on the trunks
to anchor the trees. The Midwest is known
for volatile spring weather, and if trees are
not properly supported, strong winds can
pull them out of the ground when the soil
is saturated.
When the job was complete, the schoolchildren presented Swank a large sign with

more than 400 signatures that read:
Thank You For Saving Our Trees.
Even if the trees don't survive, Roberts notes that the school can be proud
that it attempted to preserve a part of its
environment and its history. For his part.
Spurgeon was pleased to see children
having a chance to learn that trees are not
inanimate objects, but living, reacting
organisms.
The transplant also will stand as a
legacy of the power of some schoolchildren in Kansas who took responsibility
for their corner of the world.
The students will always have their
memories of that special day. Chris Peay.
a sixth-grader who had adopted one of
the trees that was moved, said he had a
"feeling of accomplishment" that
"people actually listen to kids."
"I think if we help save the earth, it
will help make people have better spirits. And, maybe there won't be very
much violence left either." said sixthgrader Tina Lawrence.
Lawrence is already starting to echo
her teacher's approach to nature and the
environment: Kill nothing but time. Take
nothing but pictures. Leave nothing but
memories.
TCI
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Front wheels
turn in allowing
the KAN-DU to
go through a
30" gate.

Compact enough to get into tight spaces,
big enough to take on any size stump

You KAN-DU large or uprooted stumps
• Designed by tree men for tree men.
• Self propelled - Fast walk travel speed.
• Except for cuffing wheel, all work done with hydraulics - including steering.
• Cuts over 30" above ground & 24" below ground.
• Excellent stability for going over curbs, steps, & sidehills.
• Powerful 24 H.P. engine.
• Will out perform all grinders on the market today in all around grinding.

Don't say you can't, say you KAN-DU!
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Hours of Ours

A

Recent NAA Job Estimating Workshops have yielded
some helpful insight! If one thing
was established, it was the concept that ours is a business of hours. Obviously we try to estimate the exact
amount of time each project requires.
Part of each session dealt with the accurate estimation of
time. How long will it take the crew to load up, drive
and set up on the job site? How many minutes and
hours will each of the work items take to complete?
How long will the clean up take? How much time will
be required to drive to the disposal site, then back to the
office? The ability to estimate time accurately is one of
the keys to making a profit.
However, the formula we use to develop a price or bid
for each job is based on two parts. Part one is our best
estimate of the total hours it will take to complete a job.
Part two is multiplying this hourly estimate by some
predetermined hourly selling rate. It was found that
some firms did not have an accurate selling rate because
they neglected unproductive time and overhead!.
In every firm there will be more hours paid than billed
to a job. Unproductive time, sick time, holiday and vacation hours are paid but never billed. The cost represented by these paid hours must be included in the costs
used to build an hourly selling rate. It is critical to keep
an accurate record of billable production hours as compared to all hours paid. Failure to do so could result in a
selling rate that won't generate a profit. The selling rate
per hour must reflect all the firm's costs.
All variable, direct production costs and fixed overhead
costs should be accounted for by using a profit & loss
statement format. This breaks down each particular cost
category into a cost per hour. A profitable sales rate per
hour can then be determined with this information - a
formula to determine weekly the billable hours required
to cover all costs needed to break even; then the hours,
weekly, to make a profit.
The Branch Office is compiled monthly by Howard Eckel and
Dan Kinter.
Mr. Eckel is current/v a Management Consultant to the Green
Industry. He draws on over 25 years of experience, and was fornier/v Executive Vice President of Davey Tree Expert Company.
Mr. Kinter owns Kinterconz, a business-to-business advertising
agency, and has served the tree care industryfor over 7 reai's.

"Bud"ding News
Watch for oil prices, as well as gasoline and diesel fuel, to
beat inflation this year and next Sources are reporting that
oil production will tighten up in the Middle East This may
impact on your hourly rates
Try this Have someone call your office while you listen in
See if you can clearly understand the name of the company
and service when the phone is answered. If you can't, have a
talk with those who handle the phones. They should state the
name of your company clearly, and, if what you do is not part
of your name, that should also be stated.
Advertising Tip: Track everything! If you use coupons and
cooperative mailings with return cards, code them for each
mailing. If you have no other means to track, ask your staff t
BE SURE to ask where the prospect found your name.
Advertising takes capital, and its careful placement can be an
investment in profit and growth.
Recent economic indicators point to good news for employers:
the Labor Department's Employment Cost Index made its
smallest gain since it was begun in 1981. It measures wage
inflation pressure.

This Computes!
If you are running your business with very old computers, or
thinking about adding one, now is an ideal time. For those
considering a "PC Clone," the introduction of Intel's latest
group of chips is creating a glut of "486" machines, computers
capable of running sophisticated graphics, multimedia,
spreadsheet, accounting and client-contact software with speed
and efficiency. "486's" can answer phones, show detailed
maps of your city, balance books, send or receive faxes, even
put you on the information superhighway. You don't need
state-of-the-art technology if the computer is not the primary
tool of your trade.
Whether you understand the jargon of computers or not, ask
for at least a 486-50, 420 megabyte hard drive, 8 megabytes of
RAM, Super VGA monitor, 2X CD-ROM, a 9600 bps fax
modem, and Windows 3.1 or better. You can usually get your
computer with a bundle of programs: bookkeeping/word
processing/database management bundles are the norm.
Also consider leasing to preserve cash, and take the Fair
Market Buyout option to lower the lease rate. "486's" will
still serve you well, but their fair market price in three years
will be less than the difference in lease payments accrued
over a three year lease. Plus, it's one less piece of equipment
on your depreciation form.

Bring your sky-high insurance
costs down to earth.
One toll-free phone call—and
five minutes—is all it takes.
This brand new program from
Albiez lets you instantly compare what you're paving today
to what you could be saving
tomorrow. For the same—or
better—coverage. From today's
top-rated insurance company.

XA4

Pick up the phone and dial
1-800-272-6771. Bring down
your high insurance costs. And
give your tree-care business
more room to grow.

L%

1

800"272'6771
Albiez Insurance Agency

ARBORIST INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
2444 Morris Avenue, Union, NJ 0083
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Richard Pio Becomes First Tree Care Specialist
Richard Pio III, general foreman for
McFarland Landscape Services in Philadelphia. Pennsylvania, is the first
employer-certified Tree Care Specialist,
having completed the National Arborist
Association's Tree Care Specialist training program.
Tree Care Specialist (TCS) is a training curriculum covering all aspects of
arboriculture. It consists of classroom
training and testing and demonstration of
proficiency to the employer in field operations. Pio has also passed the International Society of Arboriculture's
certification exam.
"The TCS program keeps a person refreshed on all aspects of training." Pio
said. Pio has worked for McFarland for
five years, and was recently promoted to
the position of general foreman. Prior to
that, Pio served as a pesticide applicator

You can throw
the rest away.
Birchmeiert
Sprayers,

Dusters and
Accessories

I

'1
Jà&t

are renowned
for their long
life and

dependability.

Each sprayer
is easily
repaired and
replacement

parts are easy
to obtain.

Birchmeier®:
Buy the one that lasts.
For more information or the Birchmeiero Distributor in
your area, contact:
ITB Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 2505

•

London, KY 40743
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Brian Barnard, right, representing the National Arborist Association, congratulates Richard Pio, the first arborist to complete the National Arborist Association Tree Care
Specialist program.

and tree climber. His responsibilities as
general foreman include scheduling work,
hiring and training field personnel, super vising and maintaining equipment and
facilities and managing and implementing
safety programs.
The TCS program provides employers
with an organized curriculum to train and
certify their employees. Available exclusively to NAA member tree care firms,
TCS currently has over 60 participating
companies with nearly 400 students.
"It's safety orientated and it teaches the

RAPCO
CARBIDE
C

right way to do work, especially pruning,"
Pio says about the program. "There is no
reason for a tree firm to do poor work."
Jeanne Houser, general manager for the
firm, says, "Tree Care Specialist offers a
level of professionalism to the employees. By Rich completing the program, it
gives an impetus for others to follow. The
educational part of TCS is the best, but the
word professionalism keeps coming
up.
For further information, call the NAA
office at 1-800-733-2622.

like
a
(
Diamond

WITH RAPCO
CARBIDE CHAIN
YOU CAN CUT
20 to 25 CORDS

WORLD'S FINEST!

RAPCO~I NDUSTRIES INC.
SALES BY: RAPCO MARKETING INC.
P.O. BOX 5219
VANCOUVER, WA 98668-5219
PHONE: 1-800-959-6130 FAX: 503-255-4807

WITHOUT

RE-SHARPENING!
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June 5

June 20-21

Oregon IPAA Monthly Meeting: Plant
Physiology & Pathology
Wilsonville, Ore.
Contact: Jim Sherwood. 503-656-2656

U. Penn. Tree Shelter Conference
Morris Arboretum, Harrisburg, Penn
Contact Xavier Riva, 215-247-5777

August 13-16
ISA 71st Annual Conference
Hilton Head Island, S.C.
Contact: 217-355-9411

July 8 - 10
June 9-10

NADF Discovery Workshop
Arbor Day Farm/Lied Conference Center
Nebraska City, Neb.
Contact: 402-474-5655

ISA W. Chapter Meeting. Arborist Exam
Davis, Calif.
Contact: 602-955-5315

ANDY'S TRUCK CENTER INC.
PALM

WEST

FLORIDA

BEACH,
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November 16 - 18
TCI EXPO '95
Indiana Con. Center/Hyatt Regency
Indianapolis, Ind.
Contact: 800-733-2622
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September 14-15
MFPA Summer Conference
Southfield. Mich.
Contact: Anne Ashby, 517-482-5530

50-55

• ,Qro5C0DE.. .AP2 [7ecc

.:p

Jc..

September 13-15
7th National Urban Forestry Conference:
Inside Urban Ecosystems
Marriott Marquis Hotel, Times Square
New York, N.Y.
Contact: Michael Barratt, 202-667-3300

Earthquakes, Fires,
Floods, Riots, O.J••..
We're still here!
BRUSH CHIPPER KNIVES

7 1/4 i 4 x3/8
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SYSTEMIC INSECTICIDE IMPLANTS FOR ORNAMENTAL TREES

TREE PEST MANAGEMENT SO SIMPLE

...

ITS RIGHT A I YOUR FINGERTIPS
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• NON-RESTRICTED
INSECTICIDE

$22.60

Fits: Bandits, Timberwolls, Eeger Beaver

$25.62

16x3x3/8

Fits: Asplundh, Vermeer, Chipmore

$25.43

8 i31/2 x 3/8
Fits: Vermeer 1250 or 620

STUMP CUTTERS
Left

Center

Right

• NO DISPOSAL
PROBLEMS

3.40 ea.

• IDEAL FOR TALL
TREES
• PRECISE, TARGET
APPLICATION

No minimums - Same Day Shipping
Guaranteed - We Can Ship C.O.D.

JL

• CONTAINS
974 ACEPHATE

,,CREATIVE SALES, INC.
BOX 501, FREMONT, NE 68025
402) 727-4800
800-759-7739
FAX (402) 727-4841
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The Environmental Protection Agency has
registered new, higher rates for Alamo systemic fungicide for application through
pressurized injection equipment. Alamo is
Ciba Turf & Ornamental's tool for control of
oak wilt (Ceratocystis fagacearum) and
Dutch elm disease (Ceratocystis ulmi). Research shows that the new rates make the
product even more effective. For preventive
treatments, 6 milliliters of Alamo should be
used. The new label also recommends a 10milliliter rate for curative treatments. Ciba
Turf & Ornamental Products, P.O. Box
18300, Greensboro, NC 27419. Phone: 910547-1160.

Hodges Mfg. Co now has patented hydraulic and walk-behind stump routers with the
Kohler command overhead valve engine.
These units are all self-propelled. The hydraulic units make a wider swing, go deeper
and cut higher than any other units on the
market in their class. The wheels move hydraulically from 34 inches (forgoing through
gates) to 52 inches (for towing and operating on hillsides). The walk-behind units take
stumps out 12 inches below ground. They
have automatic brakes and push-down
handles. Hodges Mfg. Co., Inc., Rte. 4, Box
328B, Mountain Home, AR 72653. Phone:
800-525-6312.

Birchmeier backpack sprayers are Swiss
quality products, renowned for their long
life. Special features include: pump mechanism outside the tank so that it does not
come into contact with the corrosive liquid
for any length of time; corrosion resistant
hard polyethylene, incorporating a UV light
inhibitor; quick disconnect on siphon tube
assembly; adjustable rubber seal on the
pump piston for maximum pump pressure;
nylon check valve assembly to maximize
durability. Birchmeier products are available
through ITB, Co., Inc., P.O. Box 2502, London, KY 40743. Phone: 606-878-1357;
800-866- 1357.
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9' TO 18' FORESTRY BODIES

The
Newest In
Technology
B3216: New "DRS" Option

B5120: A Proven Winner
Options:
• Removable Roofs
• Liftgates
• Cranes
• Extra Tool Boxes
• Custom Lettering
• Delivery
10 Long x 60 High
12 2 /3 Yd 3 Capacity
L Tool/Thru Boxes
24' High Tailgate
Great Maneuverability

Let Us Furnish Your Truck Chassis
50 Years Building Quality
Forestry Bodies

SFIIVB4~
aRr

Dust Release System (DRS)
reduces radiator clogging
—especially with disc
style chippers attached.

TRUCK BODY & EQUIPMENT CO.
885 Harmon Ave.
Columbus, Ohio 43223

For a FREE Brochure/Quote Contact Tom Siefert 1-800-288-0992.
Please circle 30 on the Reader Service Card
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The Care of Trees is a full service tree care
firm with offices throughout the metropolitan

HELP WANTED

areas of Chicago, New York City and Washington, D.C. We are one of the most progressive,
well-equipped companies in this industry and
offer excellent benefits. Our ever expansive
mode seems to constantly require personnel
to fit into new positions which include production, plant health care and sales. We consider
safety, quality, productivity and communication
to be important attributes of proper tree care. If
you believe the same, please send your resume
to Kathy Hendricksen, do The Care of Trees,
2371 S. Foster Ave., Wheeling, IL 60090.
Phone: 708-394-4220.

Experienced tree care professionals. Fast

growing, quality oriented company in the Chicago North Shore looking for top - notch foremen
to manage crews, equipment and shop. Ideal
candidates will have a minimum of 3 years experience, CDL and strong desire to achieve.
Excellent compensation & benefits package.
Please send resume and contact the Kinnucan
Company, 28877 Nagel Ct., Lake Bluff, IL
60044. Phone: 708-234-5327.
Attn. professional tree persons: Tired of the
cold? Palm Beach County's tree health professionals are looking for motivated,
knowledgeable people. If you are thinking of
moving to SE Florida, give us a call. CDL a plus.
Drug-free workplace. 407-968-1045.

Greentrees,
Inc., is a reputable, full service tree and lawn
care company. We practice the highest quality
arboriculture through education, knowledge and
innovation. We are looking to hire an individual
with a background in arboriculture or related field
to join our team of professionals. Honest, motivated, positive people with a sincere
appreciation for arboriculture and drive for success may apply to Greentrees, Inc., 966
Livemois Road, Troy, MI, or call 810-589-7919.
Arborist/sales representative

Arboristlsalespeople Established, aggressive and fast growing full service tree care
company in northern Virginia looking for highly
motivated individuals to expand our current client base. Top pay and benefits to qualified
individuals. Send resume to Fairfax Tree Ser vice, P.O. Box 1365, Fairfax, VA 22030 or FAX:
—

—

703-591-2241.

knowledge, ability and desire to earn your liv ing in arbonculture and landscape planting, call
us to learn more. We are a suburban Boston
firm with real opportunity and a great benefits
package. Experience required, certification help-ful. Lueders Tree & Landscape, Inc.!

Searching for the right employee? Time
for a new position? Florapersonnel is in its
second decade serving the key employment
needs of the tree care industry, all aspects
of ornamental horticulture and allied trades.
Confidential. Florapersonnel, Inc., 2180 W.
State Rd. 434, Suite 6152, Longwood, FL
32779-5013. Phone: 407-682-5151; FAX:

Environmental, Inc. Phone: 508-359-9905.

407-682-2318.

Salespeople & climbers. If you have the

CARBIDE TIPPED
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Fanno Saws...
The Competitive
Edge
Fanno saws
have been the

choice of the arboñst
and horticultural industry
for almost 75 years. Our
reputation for quality and
durability speaks for
itself. That's because
Fanno Saw Works are
specialists in what we do.
We have developed and
manufactured 40
different combinations
of saws and saw blades.
Fanno Saw Works
has and will continue
to be a quality source
of tools for tree care
professionals.
Contact Fanno Saws
Works for all your
pruning tool
requirements.

Write for catalog and
nearest distributor.
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0
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Lewis Tree Service, Inc., is seeking an operations manager for the Northeast area.
Growth opportunity in an entrepreneurial environment. Ideal candidate will have a college
degree or equivalent experience in utility-municipal fields. Must be self-starter,
detail-oriented, with strong verbal skills, written skills and people skills. Top pay and
benefit package. Fax or send resume to 716235-5864, attention HR Dept., Lewis Tree
Service, Inc., P.O. Box 25602, Rochester, NY
14602-0562. EOE

Q)
>

FANNO SAW WORKS
POST OFFICE 628
CHICO, CAUFORNIA 95927
(916) 895-1762
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Border City Tool & Manufacturing Co.
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23325 Blackstone Warren, MI 48089-2675
810/758-5574 800/421-5985 fax 810/ 758-7829
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"Every tree care professional
should get involved in their
community. Please support your
local Arbor Day Celebration!"
"RA. Fanno, President"

w

Now Manufacturing and Distributing "STUMP CLAW TEETH"
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Semi-retired arborisVsales representative
Greentrees, Inc., is a reputable, full service tree
and lawn care company looking for an experienced individual with sincere appreciation for
arboriculture and interested in complementing
and supporting a highly qualified professional
team of arborists through sales consultation and
education. If you are interested and qualified,
apply to Greentrees, Inc., 966 Livernois Road,
Troy, Ml or call 810-589-7919.
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problems with
FE-26 Tablets
..:.
for less thOm Si
per inch!

We would like to thank everyone who helped
make our winter recruitment program a smashing success. We added 6 people to our sales
team and 3 plant health care specialists. Presently, we are still seeking additional PHC
specialsts and, although all sales positions are
currently filled, we do anticipate additional opportunities this season due to our growth in
existing markets and our opening of new markets. If you enjoy working in an entrepreneurial
environment where excellence is cultivated
through employee development and outstanding performance is amply rewarded and you
are interested in working in Connecticut, lower
New York, central or northern New Jersey or
eastern Massachusetts, please send your resumeto: HR Dept., 360 Adams Street, Bedford
Hill, NY 10507. FOE by choice.

FE 26 is a 15 gram table t
which is placed below
ground into the root zone
area. It is comprised of a unique, patented
'Sucrate' formulation of 26% Iron, 18%
Sulfur, 6% Manganese and 2% Zinc.
These Sucrated Micronutrients are readily
available and will not lock up in the soil.
Then, when put in tablet form, take at
least 12 months to completely dissolve.
What could be simpler or more natural
than installing an iron tablet below
ground and letting the trees root system
uptake the nutrients allowing the tree to
cure itself?
For free literature call:

-

-
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ENTERPRISES INC.

708-810-1662 P0. Box 9357
Downers Grove, IL 60515

-

Some distribution territories available
PIeie citcle 2 on the Reader Sers ice Card
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Crew leader/climber A unique opportunity in
the NW Florida area. Must be experienced and
eager to advance. Vacation/medical benefits
with potential for acquisition/ownership. Bayou
Tree Service, Inc. Phone: 904-678-4092.

L

&&

Self-motivated sales professional sought to
coordinate and solicit work for 90-inch tree
spade in New England/NY area. Great opportunity unlimited earning potential. Call
Residential Foresters, 203-429-9972.
-

I
I
I
I

I
I
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Climbers needed Full service Denver-area
company has immediate openings for quality,
safety conscious trimmers; year-round employment, good pay, full benefits package. Call or
write to Mountain High Tree Service, 5717 W.
11th Ave., Lakewood, CO 80214. Phone: 303232-0666.
-

Arborist/climber/foreman Shearon Environmental Design Co. is looking for a
career-minded, self-motivated individual to set
up, run and expand a tree care division at our
Princeton location. We are a large design/build/
maintenance firm with an extensive client base.
Qualifications: minimum 5 years experience,
drug-free, CDL B class, basic knowledge of tree
physiology and strong sales skills. Excellent
salary and benefits package commensurate
with experience and qualifications. Send resume to Shearon Environmental Design Co.,
337 Route 31, Hopewell, NJ 08525. Attn: Dennis Metz.
-

Chief executive officer. Private investment
firm is searching for an executive level professional to lead/manage a full service
national arborist company. Qualified candidates, with a minimum of 15 years
experience (5 years in senior leadership position) in the arborist industry, should have
achieved significant results in acquisitions,
financing, strategic planning, budgeting, as
well as with business management and development. Outstanding opportunity to lead
a "growth through association" business venture. Excellent salary and benefits package
with significant equity participation. For confidential consideration, please send resume
with salary history to Tamkin Capital Partners, Inc., 11 755 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite
2350, Los Angeles, CA 90025. Phone: 310575-9447; FAX: 310-473-9250.

RE-INTRODUCING...

The Money Machine!
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All this machine can do is pay for itself ... month after month. If you're

I

I

in the firewood business ... big or small. ..and you don't have at least
one "Super Split," you

:

are wasting time! It's fast
...It's tough... It will make
money!
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200 Recreation Park Drive
Hingham, MA 02043-4220

(617) 740-0350 • Fax (617) 740-0355
Please circle 14 on She Reader Service Card
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To really be prepared to do business in the 21St
Century -- just a few years from now -- perhaps you
should hire a cutting edge team of marketing, legal,
and financial consultants. Or, join the National
Arborist Association. We've done the hiring for you.
NAA experts have already developed free or low
cost programs that offer:
and Technical
Liability
Insuranc,
ng
National Publicity
ement Programt
Marketing and Advertisi..
liance Wib Federal
atiofli
Employer Certification

to get their peers' point of view on everything from
pruning ornamentals to cutting overhead; from haggling sales to negotiating contracts. We're even developing an on-line bulletin board to facilitate computer networking among members and our staff.
When you're in business, you can count on only one
thing: nothing stays the same. To stay competitive,
care companies must plan for next year and the
century. And the NAA should be a big part of
plans. Join today for just $150 for the first year.
he NAA to work to
y for the 21St centi

IIL

MULUpWbers are ready for the future with inside
NWOMa-tion on everything from plant health care to
naviga ever-increasing government regulations
RD planning for the future.
can network with other, noncare companies -- large and small --

CALL 14800-733-2622

4A

The National Arborist Association
P.O. Box 1094
Amherst, NH 03031-1094
Arboriculture into the 21st Century.

The Haupt Tree Company, a leader in tree

Climbers/arborist trainees. Arbor Care is

care since 1957, is seeking an arborist for a
sales position. A degree in arboriculture (or
related field) and/or tree care sales experience is necessary. We would prefer an
individual who has had several years field
experience as a climber and plant health care
technician. Our compensation plan rewards
motivated, hard-working people. If you are
interested in becoming a member of a highly
respected company that emphasizes team
work and professionalism, please send your
resume, with references, to The Haupt Tree
Co., Box 156, Sheffield, MA 01257.

looking for career-minded, motivated individuals with an eye for quality, interested in
relocating to Atlanta. We offer career advancement, a benefits package & more.
Please send resume to Arbor Care, 1965
Davis Lane, Marietta, GA 30062. Phone:
404-916-1680; FAX: 404-916-1724. EOE &
a drug-free workplace.

AN OUNCE
OF PREVENTION

Asplundh Tree Expert Co. We are looking
for foremen, climbers and groundpersons for
utility tree care. We have positions in CO, UT,
WY, ID. CDL and first aid certification a plus.
Competitive pay rates & benefit package.
Ability for advancement and options in other
tree care and utility operations. Come work
for the leaders in the utility line clearance industry. Send resume to 1076 W. 1060 N.
Layton, UT 84041, or call 801-546-9712.

Oral

FOR SALE
Hardware and software, by an arborist for
the arborist. For more information about the
industry's best selling package, call or write
Arbor Computer Systems, 117 Weston Road,
Westport, CT 06880. Phone: 203-226-4335.
Aerial bucket trucks. Hi-Ranger, Asplundh,

Skyworker most major brands 40' to 95'.
Also, brush chippers, stump grinders, tree
spades, log loaders and Rayco stump cutters. Parts for aerial buckets. Allied Utility
Equipment, Inc., W. 204 North 11509
Goldendale Road, Germantown, WI 53022.
Phone: 414-255-6161.

Experienced climber/foreman needed for

-

established Massachusetts tree service. Selfmotivated arborist, certificate a plus, to work
in drug-free environment. Send resume or
call Holbrook Tree Service, 252 Union Street,
Yarmouthport, MA 02675. Phone: 508-3628058.

1988 L-8000 Ford tandem w/240 hp Ford
diesel, 16 front, 44 rears, set back front axle.
Allison automatic trans., mounted w/Big John
AA90 tree spade in excellent condition. Best
offer. Phone: 407-968-1045.

1987 International, diesel, 52-ft Hi-Ranger,
chip box, tool boxes, $28,000; 1990 Eeger
Beaver disc chipper, Cummins diesel, $9000;
Vermeer 206 self-propelled stumper, $3500.
1987 Ford with 48-ft Hi-Ranger, $25,000.
Phone: 519-945-4385, days; 519-969-5451
after 6 p.m.

-

POSITION WANTED
IT'S TIME TO ORDER
ORAL IVY®
A FEW DROPS DAILY IN
WATER OR JUICE

Skyworker Largest new parts inventory,
used equipment inventory, major service facility in U.S. Phone: 706-376-3192. FAX:
706-376-6701.
-

Searching for the right purchasing mgr? Time
for a new regional representative? 26 years
extensive experience in It. med. h.d. trucks 11
years experience purchasing trucks and equip
for 4 corp. tree cos. Loyal team player. J.R.
McNulty, Box 125, Big Canoe, Jasper, GA
30143. Phone: 706-268-3078.

1995 (new) Ford F-800, Cummins turbo diesel engine, 5-spd trans., 2-spd axle with 14'
Schodorl forestry body/L tool boxes, $34,585.
Lease-purchase available. Contact Tom at
Schodorl Truck Body. 800-288-0992.

PREVENTS THE
"

OF POISON IVY
OAK AND SUMAC

377
I Each

-

BUY the Dozen: $7.50 Per Bottle
$90. Per Dozen UPS Shipping
TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

1-800-553-6778

Nitrite gloves and 2 Each

0+

-

ARBORI ST

ORAL IVY., INC.

Z
IL$619-95

24 x

$69.95

NeLi, e

TRUCK & SKID SPRAYERS

BOOTS
6

%5%

gtai.4 Ropcs

SAMSON

1;4

~

1/2' Safety Blue or True-Blue .......... $ .66 per ft.

$499.00

1/2" Tree Line OF .................................. 59 per ft.
1/2' Tree Line orArbor
...... . 55 per ft.
5/8" 12 Strand Bull Rope ..........
84 per ft
°°
i .10 per ft.
3/4" 12 Strand Bull Rope .....
1.96 per ft.
7/8" 12 Strand Bull Rope.
\
1.07 per ft.
5/8' Stable Braid
3/4" Stable Braid ...................1.37 per ft.
7/8" Stable Braid .........................1.98 per ft.

High Quali ty
Replaceable Blade
Lifetime Warran ty
$16.00

___________

dI

.

_______________

INCLUDES

50 GALLON TANK
Steel Toe
6 Lace-up
iS" Snugleg $21.50
is- P VC
$13.95

$17.95

ALUMINUM FRAME
12V 4.5 GPM PUMP

25'3/8 HOSE
POLY SPRAY GUN

__________
I4

___________

livri.,1

104 GUY'S LANE, BLOOMSBURG, PA 17815

28

'

18" pillows. 48 x 3 Dikes

PRUNER
vtu

Earthway
501 Hopper
Pneumatic Tires
2200APP
$ 156.10

Nylon Bag, Goggles,

Dust Pan & Broom. 21b. Soak - up,

6 Months Prevention in
Each 1.2 oz. Bottle
By the Bottle:
$12.50 ± $1.00 Postage

BACKPACK
SPRAYERS

P,'

FIERY ITCH "

-
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HOSE
600_______
PSI HOSE
Kuriyama
ST PVC $1.14/ft.
i& PV $
a,' vc $ .48/n.
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Whatis common senseemployers

k also the law. OSHA Standard 1910.331 states that

must provide appropriate, documented
training to any tree care employee working within 10 feet of an energized electrical conductor. And that is just the first of several
regulations with which you may have to comply. ANSI Zi 33.1-1994 dictates very specific training and operations regulations.
Plus, there's a new OSHA standard, 1910.269 which takes effect January 31, 1995. It makes sense - both business sense and
common sense - to meet these requirements. But how?

NAA Training Makes Sense.

The National Arborist Association has
done much of die work for you' Our
Electrical Hazards Awareness Program offers you a simple, economical and practical way to give your employees the training
they need. This program enables you to comply with OSHA 1910.331 and ANSI Z133.1-1994, and starts you on your way to
compliance with OSHA 1910.269.
Like all NAA Training Materials, Electrical Hazards Awareness is easy to use and easy to apply. The program is self paced, to
put your employees in control of meeting their own goals, and presented by you, to keep you in control of your business.
For more information about EHAP, or any NAA program, or to order, call our toll-free hotline, or send/fax the coupon below.

National Arhorist Association
(#)
DYES

0

1-800-733-2622

P.O. Box 1094. Amherst, NH 03031-1094

Fax: (603) 672-2613

I'm ready to provide my personnel with training in Electrical Hazards Awareness.

interested in the EHAP program. Please send additional information.

Send MeEHAP Programs for
enrollees, at $
i Bill my Mastercard Visa Number:
Contact/Credit Card Holder Name:
Company Name:
I Address:
City:
State: -

each*. Enclosed is $
Exp. Date:

Phone:
Zip:

Please send me membership information.
I

Please mail with payment or fax with credit card information to:
The National Arborist Association
P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094 . Phone: 1-800-733-2622; FAX: 1-603-672-2613

I

*RETAIL: $135.00 per enrollee; MEMBER DISCOUNT PRICE: $85.00 per enrollee. Please add $5.50 shipping and handling.
21
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Looking for a used chipper or stump
grinder? Call the Midwest's chipper/stumper
supermarket. Nearly all makes & models in
stock. All units are fully reconditioned and
ready to work. Financing is available. Call
Alexander Equipment Co. at 708-268-0100
for a complete listing.
Video program offers information on ropes,

knots and tree climbing to make on-the-job
training easier. Call 800-733-2622 for more
information.
Chlorosis tree medicine. 100% effective in

oaks, many deciduous trees. 10-minute application. Guaranteed for iron chlorosis. $29/
qt treats 16 trees. Postpaid. Pin Oak Specialist, 7310 North 39th Terrace, Omaha, NE
68112. Phone: 402-455-9384.
Bucket trucks. Hi-Ranger, 65, 57', 50.
Skyworkers with chip boxes. Asplundh bucket
trucks with chip boxes. Asplundh brush chippers. Bean 55-gal sprayers. Pete Mainka
Enterprises, 633 Cecilia Drive, Pewaukee, WI
53072. Phone: 800-597-8283.
Big John 80-inch tree spade on Ford LTS

tandem. 230 Cummins, 7-speed Fuller, 70%
rubber, $9000 in major repairs just completed, current DOT inspection, $35,000. Unit
is ready to work and make you money.
Phone: 203-429-9972.

Come to Indianapolis
November 16-18, 1995
for an

ArborWare is the industrial strength busi-

Work smarter, not harder and make '95 a

ness software that lets you control virtually
an unlimited number of customer transactions, estimates & proposals, invoices, NR,
statements, AlP, IPM, work tickets, routing,
appointment scheduling & call-backs, inventories and more. Includes tree/shrub,
chemical disease & pest libraries. Mouse
support, LookUp & Help Windows. You demand quality, performance, safety and
reliability in your field equipment. So why
settle for less in your office automation system? Step up to increased productivity with
ArborWare today. Call 1-800-49-ARBOR.

banner year. Get valuable information on federal regulations, business management,
training and more. Call 800-733-2622 for
more information.
Windows software designed for arborists.

Comprehensive, supported for over 10 years.
Call or write for free demo. 610-970-7955,
Quad Tech, Inc., P.O. Box 643,191 S. Keim
St., Pottstown, PA 19464.
Vermeer TS-50, 2-pod trailer, $7500. 1978

Peterbuilt with Vermeer TS-84 tree spade,
$27,500. Call 317-894-9120.

Used equipment list - (Prices do not include
sales tax.) Stump cutters: (1) 1989 Rayco hydro-stumper, call for quote; (1) 1990 Hodges
SP, 18-hp, $2500; (1) 1994 Rayco RG20HD 20-hp (low hours), $4800. Brush chippers: (1)
1979 Model 18 Morbark, new engine/5th wheel
hitch, call for quote; (1) Model R-600 Mack tractor, call for quote; (1) 1994 Model 200+ Brush
Bandit, 4-cylinder diesel, 100-hp, 12' capacity,
rental unit, call for quote; (1) 1994 Model 250
Brush bandit 4-cylinder diesel, 116-hp, 12 capacity, demo unit, $18,900; (3) 16" Asplundh
chippers, 2 with V8's & 1 with 6-cylinder, maintenance records available, each, $4500; (1)
Mighty Bandit, 6' capacity, 20-hp Onan gas
engine, 44500; (1) 1974 Lindig 16" with V8, located in Moline, IL, call for quote. Call Ron or
Joel, 708-398-0620. Aerial Equipment.

Complete truck packages for sale or rent at

highly competitive prices, ready for quick delivery. Chip trucks and bucket trucks featuring
galvanneal steel bodies on Ford diesel chassis-cabs. Mirk, Inc. Phone: 216-669-2000.
'81 Hi-Ranger, 52' factory rebuilt, F700, 370
split shift dump box, $20,000. Phone: 513236-9962.
'83 Ford w/Hi Ranger 57 W.H. dump chip
V-8, $25,000; '83 GMC wiTECO 55' W.H.
dump chip V-8, $25,000; '77 Ford w/Hi
Ranger 53 W.H. dump chip 6-cyl engine and
new paint, $18,950;'74 Ford w/Holan crane/
bucket, utility bed, great for log loading;
$7995. Several diesel IH with lift all 56' W.H.
dump chips, $27-30,000. S.J. Rose Co., 317634-4499, Indianapolis.

Tree service for sale. Work year-round in
the #1 fastest growing city - Las Vegas. No
state income tax. Established repeat business. $300,000 annual gross, which you
could double. Foreman with us 8 years. All
equipment included. Health sale. Phone:
702-732-7225.

(FOX

Bucket truck. Versalift VO-50, 1986 F-700,
forestry package, cab guard, ready to work,
all recent safety tests and maintenance performed. Sharp, clean, solid unit. Phone:
810-589-7919.

.,

MFG P.O. Box 6
Lowell, IN 46356

(219) 696-1440

The
Affordable
Portables
Models with

18, 20, 22 & 25
HP Kohler engines

Log Splitters
Chippers
Aerial Lifts Chain Saws
Tub
Stump
Grinders
Grinders

AND MORE!
Call 1-800-733-2622

30" stump removed
12" deep 9 minutes

SAFETY FEATURES
• Guards on belts.
• Full control, positive balance, visual contact of work.
• Both wheels automatically lock when working machine.
• When disengaging cutter, cutter stops and does not free wheel.

Please circle 13 on the Reader Sersice Card
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For sale: Two (2) 1994 Ford 7740 tractors

(86-hp) with attached Brown tree cutters.
Tractors are modified for heavy brush cutting in utility right-of-way. Each tractor has
custom fabricated belly pan and caging system, 4-wheel drive and foam-filled tires. Low
hours. Contact John Francis, Energy Clearance Corp. Phone: 313-491-8411.
Job seekers/employers - Job listings pub-

lication with new openings in arboriculture
and nine allied fields. Published 2x mon.
$22.95 for 6-issue subscription. (Ask about
our free situation wanted ad offer.) Employers $14.95 to post your openings. Ferrell's
Jobs in Horticulture." Phone: 800-428-2474;
FAX: 800-884-5198.
Brush chippers. Always several good, clean
used units in stock - Brush Bandit, Morbark,
Wood/Chuck - disc or drum style. New Brush
Bandits in stock - all models. Call for current
availability and prices. Hawkensen Equipment Co., Inc., Plymouth, NH. Phone:
800-299-8970.
Tree service for sale: Established tree care

company, serving the shoreline in central
Connecticut since 1973. Excellent customer
list & spray business. Bucket, chipper,
sprayer, chip truck. TCI, Box DD, P0 1094.
Amherst, NH 03031.
For sale - 1975 Ford F750 e/w 1975 52" Hi-

Ranger; 1981 C65 e/w 1988 Prentice F90T
loader. Both units in excellent condition. Call
217-589-4041.

Used equipment - (1) Morbark Eeger Beever
w/Hercules gas engine; (1) Morbark Model 20i
36 EZ Chipper w/Ford 6-cylinder gas engine;
(1) Morbark Model 175w/Hercules G-1 600 gas
engine; (1)16" Asplundh JEY drum chipper w/
Ford 6-cylinder gas engine; (1)1977 Asplundh
JEY drum chipper w/Ford 8-cyl gas engine; (1)
1986 Chipmore 12" drum chipper w/Ford 6-cylinder gas engine; (1)1983 Vermeer 620 chipper
w/Kohler 20-hp gas engine; (2) Mighty Bandits
(6" diameter) wiWisconsin 30-hp gas engine;
(1)1992 Model 90 Brush Bandit w/Perkins 42hp diesel engine; (1) 1994 Model 90 Brush
Bandit w/Cummins 76-hp diesel engine; (1)
1984 Model 100 Brush Bandit w/353 Detroit
diesel engine; (1) 1988 Vermeer 1250w/Perkins
80-hp diesel engine; (1)1993 Model 150 Brush
Bandit w/Hercules diesel engine; (1) 1993
Model 1250 w/14" chipper opening w/Cummins
200-hp diesel engine; (1)1993 Model 1700 Tree
Bandit whole tree chipper w/250-hp Cummins
diesel engine. For further information, contact
Bandit Industries, Inc., 6750 Millbrook Road,
Remus, Ml 49340. Phone: 517-561-2270; FAX:
517-561-2273.

For sale: Tree service and landscape co.
over 45 years old. Company is in Washington, D.C. area. Excellent reputation. Loyal
clientele list. Owners can stay on. TCI, P0
1094. Box AM. Amherst, NH 03031.
Diesel power units for brush chippers, used,
good runners. $1900; John Deere 540 log
skidder with 50-ft working height Aerial Lift
of CT bucket, excellent condition, $27,000.
Best offer. 800-858-0437.

FOR RENT
Save 20 years growing time. Ninety-inch

Big John tree spade for rent with experienced
operator anyplace in New England or eastern New York. Can move trees 10-12 inches
caliper. Develop a new profit center without
any capital expenditure. Call Residential
Foresters for details, 203-429-9972.
Classified ad rates: $50 per inch ($45 NAA
members; 1-inch minimum), payable in advance, due the 20th of the month two months
prior to publication. Send ad and payment to:
Tree Care Industry
P.O. Box 1094
Amherst, NH 03031

PUBLISHER'S NOTE
In the March issue of TCI a classified ad
was printed on page 43 under the heading
of Tree Surgeon. The copy is taken directly
from a little known U.S. Department of
Labor Directory and provided to us by an
attorney for an immigration case. That exact definition, word for word, is required
under the law. After initially rejecting it as
being preposterous, considerable persuasion caused me to allow it to be published
out of sympathy to facilitate the immigration of a persecuted individual. The
National Arborist Association is endeavoring to have US DOL use the proper
definition.
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Aunt Ruth's Trees
of canned goods with sacks of flour and
seeds - lots of seeds, mostly vegetables.
Potatoes in bags were piled on top of luggage in the back seat between my sister and
me. Only the luggage carrier clamped to
the running board was empty. My mother
explained that on the way out of town, we
had one more stop to make - to pick up
some live trees. Clearly she had gone mad.
My mother was a determined woman and
she knew that trees would help stabilize the
soil and help deter the impact of this devastation. We looked like gypsies looking
for a camp to live in. We watered those
trees at every stop enroute.
When we arrived, we were greeted like
a victorious football team by more relatives
than I knew I had. Soon after all the hugging and kissing, unloading was started.
We distributed clothes and food under the
scorching sun amid almost complete devastation. The locust had come hard by the
dust storms and had eaten virtually ev-

By Duke Raymond
Harsh winds angrily drove sand and dust
into and through everything in sight during the 1930s, turning the Midwest into a
grave-like desert aptly named the Dust
Bowl. This was something to marvel at
when going to the movies during the Saturday matinee newsreels. At age 12.1 was
more interested in the next episode of the
cowboy serial. Whole families battling
windstorms trying to save livestock and
homes was exciting, but that was somewhere else. On with the movie!
My parents decided to spend the family
vacation in Java. South Dakota, to visit my
mother's family. This was "out West - - the
land of cowboys to me. I was about to get
a severe shock. This was no newsreel: this
was a real crisis.
Much preparation was required to pack
for the trip from Minneapolis to Java: extra clothing to be given to relatives: boxes

1-800-94-ARBOR
The ONLY number you need to remember for...
• Root Barriers • Fertilizers • Spreaders
Pesticides • Sprayers • Pole Pruners & Saws • Scabbards
Hand Saws & Pruners • Hand Tools • Educational Books
Spray Hose & Reels • Power Tools • Protective Clothing
and much, much more PLUS...

erything in sight. The trees were planted
in the most strategic places for holding
soil.
I got acquainted with my relatives real
fast by hauling water from the cisterns
to the trees and other chores. I was actually living the life I had seen at the
Saturday matinee. Only now I had blisters. On Saturday night, we went to the
only movie in town, and sat on planks
supported on nail barrels as we watched
a show about New York City.
As we loaded up for the return trip,
tearful goodbyes were softened by a presentation by Carl, one of many cousins,
coming forward with two boxes - one
with a puppy named Java for me, and for
my sister a kitten called Mocha. The
other box was roped to the front bumper
and held two ducks and two chickens.
We still looked like gypsies.
A generation went by and when I took
my children to visit Java, they marvelled
at the green rural America that was nothing like the Dust Bowl that I had described.
As the sun set and birds sang in the trees,
my cousin pointed to the trees we had
planted and explained that they were still
called Aunt Ruth's trees.
TCI

Safety Equipment

DOSKO Stump Grinders, Trenchers,
Brush Chippers, and Chipper/Mulchers

Califor our FREE 1994 Catalog
To Order Call (800) 94-ARBOR
or Fax/24 hrs (916) 944-4487
We ship UPS
VISA & M/C ACCEPTED
7627 Fair Oaks Blvd.
Carmichael, CA 95606
Hours 7:30pm - 5pm . M-F

ir1c
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Occasionally, TCI departs from its From
the Fieldtirmat to bring its readers a story
(t general interest. Duke Raymond is a
free-lance writer trom Beaverton, Ore con.
Do you have a story for From the Field?
TCI will pay $100 fin - published articles.
Submissions become the property of TC1
and are subject to editing tar grammar,
style and length. Entries must include the
name ala company and a (0111(1(1 person
or 1/1ev will not he considered for publication. Articles and photos must he received
by the first da .v of the n/OF/I/i for the following month's issue.
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Considering a major purchase for your business?
Keep your working capital working for you with affordable, tax d eductible*
leasing that conserves your cash.
Make more money this year by upgrading or
replacing equipment now—without hurting your
cash flow! Find out how you can get the capital
you need - easily and affordably. Call the Experts
in Green Industry financing nationwide Corporate Capital Leasing Group - and get
pre-approved for upcoming purchases.

C LG

•
•
•
•

Instant credit approvals without
financial statements
Financing for new and used equipment
Fast and easy application by phone
Flexible payments and terms to fit your
seasonal cash flow

Call Jane Eppley today for a free brochure and
easy pre-approval!

1-800-537-9108
* Consult your tax adz'isor about deductibility.

CORPORATE CAPITAL LEASING GROUP, INC.

109 East Evans Street, West Chester, Pennsylvania 19381
Phone (800) 537-9108 Fax (800) 344-7712

Associate Member, National Arborist Association
• Associate Member, International Society of Arboriculture

Please circle 10 on the Reader Service Card

SAMSON ROPES:
TOOLS OF THE PROFESSIONAL

IA

7 Lines Designed For the Demands
of the Professional Arborist
The arborist places
unique demands on his
lines: Climbing, lifting,
lowering, running
through crotches, over limbs and against
bark calls for lines specifically engineered
for abrasion resistance, load control,
excellent grip and snag resistance.
Samson has a complete line of ropes
specifically designed for the professional
arborist. Ropes that can take all the
punishment dished out in this abrasive
environment and retain that critical
margin of security and control.

SAMSON
CLIMBING LINES

.

Samson has developed
the most complete line
of climbing ropes in
"
the industry. Lines
designed to make this critical
part of the job alittle easier and more secure.
Diaiueu or -suaiiu twisted, 3anlsuIi

climbing ropes excel at the worksite.

True Blue is our premium all
polyester 12-strand braided climbing
rope in the distinctive blue color.
E Z See Orange, with its easily
identified color pattern and Braided
Tree-Master share their 16-strand
braided construction of polyester
over polypropylene strands with a
control core of preshrunk nylon.
Arbor-Plex combines polyester and polyolefin
fibers in a 12-strand construction. Tree
Master is our 4 stage 3-strand all Dacron
twisted climbing line. All are designed for
maximum wear life, flexibility, abrasion
resistance and knot control.
-

/

DEPENDABLE BULL ROPES
Built to take the stresses of any job,
Samson's bull ropes provide
the strength, load control and
service life demanded by the
professional arborist.
Stable Braid our 100%
polyester double braid, is
the ultimate bull rope for
/
today's ratchet! fr iction
bollard rigging systems.
Available with our
Samthane coating, its streng
durability and abrasion resistari
are unmatched in the industry.
Arbor-Plex is a high strength, yet
lightweight 12-strand bull rope
combining polyester and polyolefin
fibers for excellent wear and snag
resistance. Pro-Master 3-strand
combo bull rope is Samson's easy to
handle, lightweight, high strength
polyester over polyolefin fiber bull
rope. For price and performance
there isn't a better bull rope available.

/

.0
-

I
I
I

r
See
True-Blue
lArbor-Plex
'Tree-Master
Pro-Master
[Stable

Braid
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When selecting rope,
ask your professional arborist supplier
about Samson. With over 100
years of experience you can trust
your most demanding jobs to
the strongest name in rope.

The Strongest Name In Rope

., .

1/

....

M

SIZ

Samson Division
THE AMERICAN GROUP

2090 Thornton Street
Ferndale, WA 98248
Phone: (360) 384-4669

Call or write for more information, specifIcations, samples or a complete catalog. Fax: (360)

1
I

,,

YOU CAN RELY
ON SAMSON

SAMSON

44

'

Samson cords handle everything
from throwing lines to tie downs
and pruner pole cord. This all
nylon braided cord is available in
sizes from 2mm to 8mm and a wide
variety of high visibility colors.

Available in 120'6- 150
polybagged coils and 600' reels
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7 Lines Designed For the Demands
of the Professional Arborist
The arbonst places
unique demands on his
lines: Climbing, lifting,
lowenng, running
through
g crotches over limbs and against
g
bark calls for lines specifically engineered
for abrasion resistance, load control,
excellent grip and snag resistance.
Samson has a complete line of ropes
specifically designed for the professional
arborist. Ropes that can take all the
punishment dished out in this abrasive
environment and retain that critical
margin of security and control.

,

/
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DEPENDABLE BULL ROPES
Built to take the stresses of any job,
Samson's bull ropes provide
the strength, load control and
service life demanded by the
professional arborist.
Stable Braid, our 100%
polyester double braid, is
the ultimate bull rope for
todays ratchet! friction
bollard rigging systems.
Available with our
Samthane coating, its streng
durability and abrasion resistar
are unmatched in the industry.
Arbor-Plex is a high strength, yet
lightweight 12-strand bull rope
combining polyester and polyolefin
fibers for excellent wear and snag
resistance. Pro-Master 3-strand
combo bull rope is Samson's easy to
handle, lightweight, high strength
polyester over polyolefin fiber bull
rope For price and performance
there isn 't a better bull rope available.

(,

SAMSON
CLIMBING LINES
Samson has developed
the most complete line
/
of climbing ropes in
/"
the industry. Lines
designed to make this critical
of the job a little easier and more secure.
Braided or 3-strand twisted, Samson
climbing ropes excel at the worksite.
True Blue is our premium all
polyester 12-strand braided climbing
rope in the distinctive blue color.
E-Z See Orange, with its easily
identified color pattern and Braided
Tree-Master share their 16-strand
braided construction of pol yester
over polypropylene strands with a
control core of preshrunk nylon.
Arbor-Plex combines polyester and polyolefin
fibers in a 12 strand construction Tree
Master is our 4 stage 3-strand all Dacron
twisted climbing line. All are designed for
maximum wear life, flexibility, abrasion
resistance and knot control.
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ACCESSORY CORDS
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ROPE DIAMETER
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Braided Tree-Master

7,000

E-Z See Orange
True-Blue
Arbor-PIex
Tree-Master (3-Strand)
Pro-Master
Stable Braid

5
5
6,100
5
S
7,300
5,400 9,000 12,000
7,000
5
S
S
8,200 10.800

3/4

5/8
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S

7/8
S

S

S

S

S

S

•

•

S

S

icsoO

18700

/

540{) 37,200

MM

h.nclL p,pvui-1as,

from throwing lines tO tie downs
and pruner pole cord This all
nylon braided cord is available in
sizes from 2mm to 8mm and a wide
variety of high visibility colors.
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YOU CAN RELY
ON SAMSON
When selecting rope,
ask your professional arborist supplier
about Samson With over 100
years of experience you can trust
your most demanding jobs to
the strongest name in rope.
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Available in 120'& 150'
polybagged coils and 600 reels

jSAMSON

!1fr;
- ® The Strongest Name In Rope Phone: (360) 384-4669
Call or write for more i/1/oimatiofl, specifications, samples or a complete catalog. Fax: (360) 384-0572
Please circle 4 on the Reader Service Card
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